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2. AN APPROACH TO AI  

Computer science is not about science. It might be called engineering or art but has little to do with science.  

And it’s not about computers either! Just as chemistry is not about beakers and test-tubes and physics is not 
about particle accelerators.  

It’s very easy to confuse the essence of what you’re doing with the tools used.  

Essence of geometry was the development of formalizations about notions of space and time.  

Essence of CS is “starting to learn how to formalize processes, how to do things – talk precisely about problems”.  

Declarative knowledge: √x = y is a piece of math. It doesn’t say how you might find out the square root!  

An algorithm shows you how to find square roots. So, what we’re trying to do is to learn how to formalize 
problems and how to make these how-tos. This is imperative knowledge. It defines processes.  

2.1. Techniques for controlling complexity  

A process is governed by procedures!  

Complex processes or procedures have to be handled through “techniques for controlling complexity”.   

In engineering, systems are made out of “real” parts – constraints are from physical world. In computer science, 
we’re talking about logical systems – constraints are only the limitations of our own mind!  

1. Black-box abstraction 

Build a box around a procedure. Don’t open the box as long as it works fine. Input goes in, output comes out. 
Once this is designed, it can be used even if the user has no knowledge of how the box is operating. Internals of 
the box are not important to the user.  

Sometimes, your how-to method is a specification of a more general method. Not only do we want to have 
specific how-tos but also the ability to specify general methods (for example procedures of calculating fixed 
points!) 

Black box abstraction works around:  
- primitive objects  
- means of combination  
- means of abstraction  
- capturing common patterns 


